
Things left undone  
 

  “With what shall I come before the Lord,  

     and bow myself before God on high? 

  Shall I come before him with burnt offerings,  

     with calves a year old? 

  Will the Lord be pleased with thousands of rams,  

     with ten thousands of rivers of oil?” 

  Shall I give my firstborn for my transgression,  

     the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul? 

  He has told you, O mortal, what is good;  

     and what does the Lord require of you 

  but to do justice, and to love kindness,  

     and to walk humbly with God? 

      Micah 6: 6-8 

 

     Let love be genuine; hate what is evil, hold fast to what is good; love one another with mutual 

affection; outdo one another in showing honor. Do not lag in zeal, be ardent in spirit, serve the Lord. 

Rejoice in hope, be patient in suffering, persevere in prayer. Contribute to the needs of the saints; extend 

hospitality to strangers. 

     Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse them. Rejoice with those who rejoice, weep 

with those who weep. Live in harmony with one another; do not be haughty, but associate with the lowly; 

do not claim to be wiser than you are. Do not repay anyone evil for evil, but take thought for what is 

noble in the sight of all. If it is possible, so far as it depends on you, live peaceably with all. Beloved, 

never avenge yourselves, but leave room for the wrath of God; for it is written, “Vengeance is mine, I will 

repay, says the Lord.” No, “if your enemies are hungry, feed them; if they are thirsty, give them 

something to drink; for by doing this you will heap burning coals on their heads.” Do not be overcome by 

evil, but overcome evil with good. 

         Romans 12: 9-21 

 

I am sure you have seen all the images of the recent wave of protests, following the death of 

George Floyd under the knee of a police officer.  The outrage that began in Minneapolis quickly spread 

to the rest of the nation and world.   

And even though there are too many disturbing images of looting and arson, some of which are 

not directly related to those protesting police brutality, there have also been some inspiring, hopeful, 

moving images and stories as well.  A sheriff in Flint, Michigan, taking off his riot gear and joining in the 

march of the protest.  Police officers in several cities taking a knee not only to show respect for George 

Floyd, but also to acknowledge the pain and frustration and anger of those who are protesting his death.  

Protesters linking arms to protect stores from looters, or to protect a lone police officer who had been 

separated from his unit.  Community volunteers coming out to clean up debris, board up windows, and 

scrub graffiti off walls along Lake Street.   

One of the most moving and inspiring responses of goodness in the middle of chaos 

began on the night of Friday, May 29, during the height of the most destructive wave of the 

protests in Minneapolis.  A mother who had been organizing some food drops for the children 

of Sandford Middle School during the pandemic, noticed that grocery stores in the 

neighborhood were either destroyed or boarded up and closed.  She also noticed that public 

transit was not running, effectively leaving over a hundred families without access to groceries.  



So she got in touch with a few members of her team to organize a food delivery for the 

neighborhood.   

Word of this mission started spreading by social media, and soon this simple food drop 

became larger than a group of middle-school moms could handle.  So they called on their 

friends at an organization called the Sheridan Story, a local non-profit that has been working in 

the food gap for children for several years.  They were able to supply trucks, refrigeration 

equipment, and volunteers.  And as word of this operation continued to spread, donations also 

began to grow, so that by Sunday, both sides of 41st street were lined with hundreds of bags of 

food, diapers, laundry detergent, and cleaning supplies.  And dozens of volunteers were 

gathering, sorting, and distributing necessary provisions.  They had so much that they were 

putting out the word that anyone in the city who needed any food or supplies, if they could get 

to Sanford Middle School there would be whatever they needed.  It was truly modern version 

of the feeding of the 5,000 story, a contemporary application of what Paul talks about in the 

verses from Romans we read, of overcoming evil with goodness. 

Stories like this restore our faith in the goodness of the vast majority of the people of 

Minneapolis-St. Paul.  Responses like this in other cities give us hope for the future.  The 

peaceful demonstrations, the calls for prayer vigils, the re-opening of dialogue and 

conversation—all these things and more are necessary and urgent, and we should find whatever 

ways we can to be part of them.  But demonstrations and dialogues by themselves will not 

suffice.  The real test of this crucial time in our nation’s history will come after the protesters 

return to their jobs and businesses, their homes and families; after the candles of the vigils have 

burnt out; after the conversations and dialogues have ended.  The real test comes when we not 

only attend to the things that have been done, right or wrong, good or bad, but when, in the 

words of our prayer of confession, we also pay attention to the things we have left undone. 

We read verses from the prophet Micah, but they are just some of the most eloquent 

expressions of a theme that is consistent throughout the writings of other prophets like Amos 

and Isaiah and Hosea and Jeremiah.  And this theme is rooted in an idea that goes all the way 

back to the Book of Deuteronomy.  Deuteronomy is the long sermon Moses delivered to the 

people of Israel who had just been liberated from slavery and were preparing to enter into the 

promised land and set up a new society, different from the oppressive social and economic 

structures of the Egyptian empire which had built into its social and economic structure the 

domination and exploitation of a whole class of people.   

Deuteronomy 15 introduces one of the key elements of this alternative social structure, 

sometimes called the sabbatical principle.  The chapter begins by saying, “Every seventh year 

you shall grant a remission of debts.”  And even more than the immediate, practical effects of 

debt release, Old Testament scholars like Patrick Miller see the basis of the social justice that 

runs through the prophetic writings.  “The sabbatical principle says no to the relentless 

movement of events that seems unchangeable; no to the assumption that, once circumstances 

have led a person into bondage or slavery, there is no release and the chain of cause and effect 

must keep going on; no the economic system that ties people inexorably in debt; no to the 

claim that the land belongs complete and forever to those who acquire it; and no to the 

relentless cycle of poverty that is accepted easily as a fact of life.”  (Deuteronomy, pp. 138-39)  



More than just grudging, occasional, individual acts of charity, the word of God from 

Deuteronomy through the writings of the prophets, calls for a regular assessment of the 

systems and structures of a society.  It calls for a re-ordering and re-structuring to ensure the 

economic and social justice that God intends for all of human society.  The health and well-

being of society do not depend solely upon the voluntary charity of the wealthy and powerful, 

but upon an equitable system that is proactive about the needs of the powerless and vulnerable. 

Perhaps no one has a better grasp on how this prophetic word applies to our 

contemporary situation, and particularly to the invisible racism that persists in our society, than 

Bryan Stevenson.  Bryan is a civil-rights lawyer and the founder of the Equal Justice Initiative, a 

human-rights organization that challenges convictions, advocates for criminal-justice reform and 

racial justice.  And in his writings and speaking, he frequently reminds us of one of the most 

glaring of all the things left undone in the history of our nation. 

In a recent interview with Isaac Chotiner in the New Yorker, Stevenson says, “I think 

everything we are seeing [today] is a symptom of a larger disease. We have never honestly 

addressed all the damage that was done during the two and a half centuries that we enslaved 

black people. The great evil of American slavery wasn’t the involuntary servitude; it was the 

fiction that black people aren’t as good as white people, and aren’t the equals of white people, 

and are less evolved, less human, less capable, less worthy, less deserving than white people.  

That ideology of white supremacy was necessary to justify enslavement, and it is the legacy of 

slavery that we haven’t acknowledged.” 

 And he goes on the explain just how that fiction, that ideology, and that 

unacknowledged legacy gets played out on a daily basis.  He says, “Black people in this country 

have to live this very complex existence when they live and go to work and go to school in 

these spaces which are largely controlled by white people. They can’t really be their authentic 

selves. That means that there is this tension and there is this challenge, and at some point you 

get overwhelmed by that. And when these incidents of police violence take place, and people 

are killed, literally, on video, right in front of you, and the perpetrators are staring at you, you 

get angry and you want to express that anger. It’s not just anger over what happened to 

George Floyd or Breonna Taylor or Ahmaud Arbery. It is anger about continuing to live in a 

world where there is this presumption of dangerousness and guilt wherever you go.”  

And finally, he says, “So, for me, you can’t understand these present-day issues without 

understanding the persistent refusal to view black people as equals. It has changed, but that 

history of violence, where we used terror and intimidation and lynching and then Jim Crow 

laws and then the police, created this presumption of dangerousness and guilt. It doesn’t matter 

how hard you try, how educated you are, where you go in this country—if you are black, or 

you are brown, you are going to have to navigate that presumption, and that makes encounters 

with the police just rife with the potential for these specific outcomes which we have seen.” 
(newyorker.com June 1, 2020) 

Bringing the police officers responsible for the death of George Floyd to accountability, 

celebrating the outpouring of community support and solidarity, joining the conversations that 

have begun across lines of race—these are all good and necessary steps toward the healing of 

our nation.  But none of these, by themselves, will eradicate the viral strain of structural, 

systemic racism that has infected our nation for over 400 years.    

https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/we-are-living-in-the-age-of-the-black-panic-defense


There are no easy answers, no simple fixes.  And certainly, we can’t hear everything we 

need to hear in a few select verses from the biblical prophets; we can’t say everything that 

needs to be said in a single sermon.  But we can’t just throw up our hands in helpless despair.  

We can’t just shrug it off as the sins of those who came before us and are gone.  We have to 

keep working at the systems of inequality and discrimination that we continue to be caught up 

in, whether we want it or not, whether we see it or not.  And not only not only in police 

departments, but in lending institutions, healthcare systems, city planning boards, corporate 

boardrooms, school districts and institutions of higher education, and, yes, even churches. 

The changes that these protests and dialogues call for, the justice that the death of 

George Floyd cries out for, will not come from hollow bluster about who is weak or dominant 

or from shallow photo-ops with prop Bibles.  It will come when we start paying attention to 

what some of the prophets wrote in that Bible, particularly what they have to say about getting 

to the heart of things left undone.  Things left undone not only by individuals but by whole 

societies. It will come as we engage in a time of truth-telling, naming our racial problems for 

what they are, symptoms of an assumption of white supremacy and privilege.  It will come as 

we reset the norms not only of police behavior and criminal justice, but of all disparities that 

create the conditions for injustice.  It will come when we realize that to be a silent bystander is 

to be among those who leave things undone. 

May God give us courage to begin the long, painful, but necessary process of 

acknowledging and confessing the things left undone in order to know the healing grace of 

reconciliation. 
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